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ABSTRACT 

 

The study found that the Prime Minister has many policies and procedures to run the challenges, but how to 

implement this in India. How does the prime minister meet the challenge? This article provides a brief 

review of the Prime Minister's policy. Determine that the prime minister role and influence (using his own 

political resources) will likely be eroded by the work of government and the expansion of bureaucracies and 

agencies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Shri Narendra Modi turned into sworn-in as India‘s Prime Minister on thirtieth May 2019, marking the begin of his 

2nd time period in workplace. The first ever Prime Minister to be born after Independence, Shri Modi has formerly 

served because the Prime Minister of India from 2014 to 2019. He additionally has the difference of being the 

longest serving Chief Minister of Gujarat together along with his time period spanning from October 2001 to May 

2014. In the 2014 and 2019 Parliamentary elections, Shri Modi led the Bhartiya Janata Party to document wins, 

securing absolute majority on each occasions.  

 

The ultimate time that a political celebration secured such an absolute majority turned into withinside the elections 

of 1984. Inspired with the aid of using the motto of ‗Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas‘, Shri Modi has 

ushered in a paradigm shift in governance that has brought about inclusive, development-orientated and corruption-

loose governance. The Prime Minister has labored with pace and scale to realize the intention of Antyodaya, or 

making sure ultimate-mile shipping of schemes and services. Leading global groups have stated that below the 

management of PM Narendra Modi, India has been disposing of poverty at document tempo. This is attributed to a 

chain of pro-bad choices taken with the aid of using the Central Government. Today, India is domestic to the 

sector‘s biggest healthcare programme, Ayushman Bharat. Covering over 50 crore Indians, Ayushman Bharat gives 

pinnacle fine and lower priced healthcare to the bad and neo-center class. The Lancet, taken into consideration 

some of the maximum prestigious fitness journals withinside the global has lauded Ayushman Bharat, pointing out 

that this scheme attends to the bigger discontent approximately the fitness region in India.  

 

The magazine additionally stated PM Modi‘s efforts to prioritise familiar fitness insurance. Understanding that 

monetary exclusion turned into a bane for the bad, the Prime Minister released the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan 

Yojana, that aimed toward starting financial institution money owed for each Indian. Now, over 35 crore Jan Dhan 

money owed had been opened. These money owed have now no longer most effective banked the unbanked 

however additionally opened the doorways for different avenues of empowerment. Going a step in advance of Jan 

Dhan, Shri Modi emphasized on Jan Suraksha, with the aid of using giving coverage and pension cowl to the 

maximum susceptible sections of society. The JAM trinity (Jan Dhan- Aadhaar- Mobile) has brought about removal 

of centre guys and ensured transparency and pace, powered with the aid of using generation. In a first, over forty 

two crore humans related to the unorganised region now have pension insurance below the Pradhan Mantri Shram 

Yogi Man Dhan Yojana. During the first actual Cabinet Meeting after the 2019 election results, a comparable 

pension scheme for investors turned into introduced as properly.  

 

The Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, released in 2016 gives loose cooking fuel line connections to the bad. It has 

validated to be a chief game-changer in offering smoke-loose kitchens to over 7 crore beneficiaries, maximum of 

whom are women. 18,000 villages that have been with out power even after 70 lengthy years of Independence had 

been electrified. Shri Modi believes that no Indian ought to be homeless and to realize this imaginative and 

prescient, over 1.25 crore homes have been constructed among 2014 and 2019. The tempo of residence creation 

stays as short to fulfil the PM‘s imaginative and prescient of ‗Housing for All‘ with the aid of using 2022. 

Agriculture is a region this is very near Shri Narendra Modi. During the intervening time finances of 2019, the 

Government introduced a financial incentive for farmers known as the PM Kisan Samman Nidhi. In nearly 3 

weeks, on twenty fourth February 2019, the scheme turned into released and instalments had been paid frequently 

for the reason that then. During the primary Cabinet Meeting of PM Modi‘s 2nd time period, it turned into 
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determined to increase the PM Kisan blessings to all farmers, doing away with the five acre restriction that turned 

into gift earlier. With this, the Government of India could be devoting nearly Rs. 87,000 crore in line with 12 

months for farmer welfare. Shri Modi has additionally targeted path-breaking projects for agriculture starting from 

Soil Health Cards, E-NAM for higher markets and a renewed cognizance on irrigation. On thirtieth May 2019, PM 

Modi fulfilled a chief promise with the aid of using developing a brand new Jal Shakti Ministry to cater to all 

components regarding water resources. On second October 2014, Mahatma Gandhi‘s Birth Anniversary, the PM 

released ‗Swachh Bharat Mission‘ a mass motion for cleanliness throughout the country.  

 

The scale and effect of the motion is anciental. Today, sanitation insurance has risen from 38% in 2014 to 99%. 

Several states and Union Territories had been declared open defecation loose (ODF). Substantive measures been 

taken for a smooth Ganga. The World Health Organisation has favored the Swachh Bharat Mission and has opined 

that it'd keep 3 lakh lives. Shri Modi believes that transportation is an critical method toward transformation. That is 

why, the Government of India has been operating to create next-technology infrastructure be it in phrases of greater 

highways, railways, i-approaches and waterways. The UDAN (Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik) Scheme has made 

aviation region greater humans-pleasant and boosted connectivity. PM Modi released the ‗Make in India‘ initiative 

to show India into an global production powerhouse.  

 

This attempt has brought about transformative results. For instance, the wide variety of cellular production gadgets 

has risen from 2 in 2014 to 122 in 2019. India has made extensive strides in ‗Ease of Doing Business‘, enhancing 

its rating from 142 in 2014 to seventy seven in 2019. The Government of India rolled out the GST at some stage in 

a anciental consultation of Parliament in 2017, which has realised the dream of ‗One Nation, One Tax.‘ During his 

tenure, unique interest has been paid to India‘s wealthy records and culture. India is domestic to the sector‘s biggest 

statue, the State of Unity, a becoming tribute to Sardar Patel. This Statue turned into constructed via a unique mass 

motion wherein gear of farmers and soil from all states and Union Territories of India have been used, signifying 

the spirit of ‗Ek Bharat, Shreshtha Bharat.‘ PM Modi is deeply enthusiastic about environmental causes. He has 

over and over known as for ultimate of ranks to create a smooth and inexperienced planet. As Chief Minister of 

Gujarat, Shri Modi created a separate Climate Change Department to create progressive answers to weather 

extrade.  

 

This spirit turned into visible withinside the 2015 COP21 Summit in Paris wherein PM Modi performed a key 

position withinside the excessive-stage deliberations. Going a step in advance of weather extrade, PM Modi has 

pointed out weather justice. In 2018, Heads of State and Government from numerous international locations got 

here to India for the release of the International Solar Alliance, an progressive attempt to harness sun strength for a 

higher planet. Recognising his efforts toward environmental conservation, PM Modi turned into honoured with the 

United Nations ‗Champions of the Earth Award.‘ Fully touchy to the reality that weather extrade has made our 

planet liable to herbal disasters, Shri Modi has introduced a brand new technique to catastrophe management, 

harnessing the electricity of generation and the electricity of human resources. As Chief Minister, he converted 

Gujarat that had simply been ravaged with the aid of using a devastating earthquake on twenty sixth January 2001. 

Likewise, he brought new structures to fight floods and droughts in Gujarat that have been across the world lauded. 

Through administrative reforms, Shri Modi has constantly given precedence to justice for citizens.  

 

In Gujarat, he spearheaded the begin of nighttime courts to make sure humans‘s problems are resolved. At the 

Centre, he started out PRAGATI ((Pro-Active Governance And Timely Implementation) to expedite pending 

initiatives that have been delaying growth. Shri Modi‘s overseas coverage projects have realised the real capacity 

and position of global‘s biggest democracy. He started out his first time period in workplace in presence of all 

Heads of States of SAARC Nations and invited BIMSTEC leaders on the begin of the second one. His cope with to 

the General Assembly of United Nations turned into favored the world over. Shri Modi have become the primary 

Indian Prime Minister to embark on a bilateral go to to Nepal after a protracted duration of 17 years, to Australia 

after 28 years, to Fiji after 31 years and UAE in addition to Seychelles after 34 years. Since taking over, Shri Modi 

attended UN, BRICS, SAARC and G-20 Summits, wherein India‘s interventions and perspectives on lots of 

worldwide monetary and political problems have been broadly favoured. PM Modi has been conferred numerous 

honours consisting of the very best civilian honour of Saudi Arabia Sash of King Abdulaziz. Shri Modi has been 

additionally been conferred the pinnacle awards of Russia (The Order of the Holy Apostle Andrew the First), 

Palestine (Grand Collar of the State of Palestine), Afghanistan (Amir Amanullah Khan Award), UAE (Zayed 

Medal) and Maldives (Rule of Nishan Izzuddeen). In 2018, PM obtained the distinguished Seoul Peace Prize for his 

contribution to peace and development. Narendra Modi‘s clarion name for marking an afternoon as ‗International 

Day of Yoga‘ obtained an amazing reaction on the UN.  

 

In a first, a complete of 177 Nations the world over got here collectively and exceeded the decision to claim twenty 

first June because the ‗International Day of Yoga on the UN.‘ Shri Modi turned into born on 17 September, 1950, in 

a small city in Gujarat. His own circle of relatives belonged to the ‗different backward class‘s that's some of the 

marginalised sections of society. He grew up in a bad however loving own circle of relatives ‗with out a spare 
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rupee‘. The preliminary hardships of lifestyles now no longer most effective taught the fee of difficult paintings 

however additionally uncovered him to the avoidable sufferings of the not unusualplace humans. This stimulated 

him from a totally younger age to immerse himself in carrier of humans and the country.  

 

In his preliminary years, he laboured with the Rastriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a nationalist employer 

dedicated to country constructing and later dedicated himself in politics operating with the Bhartiya Janata Party 

business enterprise at National and State stage. Shri Modi finished his MA in political technology from Gujarat 

University. Narendra Modi is a ‗People‘s Leader‘, devoted to fixing their issues and enhancing their properly-being. 

Nothing is greater gratifying to him than being among the humans, sharing their joys and assuaging their sorrows. 

His powerful ‗non-public connect‘ with the humans on floor is complemented with the aid of using a sturdy on-line 

presence. He is referred to as India‘s maximum techno-savvy leader, the use of the internet to attain humans and 

result in extrude of their lives. He could be very lively on social media structures consisting of Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, Sound Cloud, LinkedIn, Weibo and different forums. Beyond politics, Narendra Modi enjoys writing. 

He has authored numerous books, consisting of poetry. He starts his day with Yoga, which strengthens his frame 

and thoughts and instils the electricity of calmness in an in any other case fast moving routine. 

 

Objective :  

1.To discover the operating of top minister in step with the policies.  

2. To test that humans fulfill with the  prime  minister.  

3. To locate the top minister choice making withinside the unfavourable situations.  

 

Hypothesis  

H0:There is no relation between the challenges and prime minister. 

H1: There isrelation between the challenges and prime minister. 

 

Challenges  

When Modi stated higher days, it turned into highly attractive to a populace that had most effective visible the 

Indian economic system slide for 5 years. In the biography of individuals, 5 years may be an interminably lengthy 

duration   Prime Minister Narendra Modi has began out his 2nd 12 months with a fairly fantastic music document. 

He, however, faces 4 clean demanding situations that he desires to urgently cope with if he aspires for a 2nd time 

period.   

  

 First, the most important undertaking he faces is in regards to the aspirations and expectancies of home 

constituencies, enterprise and industry - and from the global network. This is remarkable in phrases of 

each scale and pace. UPA 2 had sadly earned the tab of 'stand-nonetheless governance'. Both inside India 

and abroad, there has been clean frustration on the way wherein UPA-2 verified utter dismiss for India's 

future. When Modi stated higher days, it turned into highly attractive to a populace that had most effective 

visible the Indian economic system slide for 5 years. In the biography of individuals, 5 years may be an 

interminably lengthy duration.   Consequently, expectancies in phrases of what higher days intended have 

been large in phrases of each scale and pace. Five years of state of being inactive had made humans 

impatient. They had to capture up on misplaced time. This turned into fast-ahead aspiration. The call for 

turned into to reduce crimson tape, create a ahead searching finances and to install location incentives that 

might spur monetary hobby and create jobs. But greater importantly, the call for without a doubt turned 

into to get all of this executed overnight. As the beyond three hundred and sixty five days has verified, that 

is a Herculean mission and constitutes a extensive undertaking for the top minister and his cupboard.   

 

If the second one 12 months of his governance does now no longer display a fantastic turnaround, the Opposition 

and the global network could, maximum certainly, dub him as being excessive on intentions and coffee on shipping. 

He is faced with a truly critical undertaking. The 2nd undertaking is in regards to the forms and that is, to a large 

extent, a effect of his non-public fashion of functioning. Known to be someone who makes up his very own 

thoughts, he has up to now most effective succeeded in springing surprises at the forms and genuinely leaving them 

out of the loop while he makes public announcements. While this could win him applause from crowds in Madison 

Garden and the Sydney Olympic Stadium that he seemed to revel in, it does now no longer always translate into 

approvals.   The yardstick of top governance is verifiable translation of guarantees.  

 

Today, there seems to be - as a minimum in phrases of perceptions - a critical shortfall among guarantees and 

shipping. Consider, similarly, the sturdy way wherein the authorities has made its intentions clean in regards to 

zero-tolerance toward corruption. With the repeated allegations of corruption at some stage in the preceding regime, 

this anti-corruption pass has been in large part welcomed.  

 

However, corruption cases, as all of us understand, are tough to show and wherein, indeed, traps have efficiently 

ensnared officers and others, those are few and some distance to have any extensive effect in curbing conventional 
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tiers of corruption. Focus on Swiss financial institution money owed, even as critical, ignores how deeply 

corruption has grow to be an vital a part of our normal biography.   

  

The prime minister has selected to maintain silent every time and opted for an opportunity route wherein he has, via 

his very own public statements and private meetings, sought to soothe fears amongst minority communities. While 

that is top, it isn't always top sufficient as it does now no longer unambiguously display readability on how the top 

minister himself thinks. More critical is the way wherein chest-thumping happened after the Special Forces' motion 

in Myanmar, in particular due to the fact phrases of bravado and public boasting, consisting of threats to 

neighbouring countries, have been made with the aid of using folks who have been genuinely now no longer 

immediately with inside the understand of the things. The army, the NSA and the Prime Minister's Office did 

exactly what they had to do: they did now no longer remark or difficulty lengthy-winded statements. Every u . s . a . 

that has executed such operations problems a bland statement: 'An operation turned into executed efficiently with 

the aid of using the Special Forces, which suffered no casualties.'  

 

The media and others are then left to attract their very own conclusions. Bizarrely, however, this have become a 

media circus with wild statements and hypothetical threats. Modi desires to understand that his cupboard colleagues 

lack adulthood and understanding. Unless he's capable of cut down their enthusiasm for making press statements, 

his very own credibility is probably to be significantly undermined.   Modi has given enough proof to illustrate that 

he possesses all of the gear to be a grasp tactician and strategist. But as Capablanca, the outstanding chess genius 

advised, 'Play chess backwards; begin from the endgame.' Strategies and techniques or 'the how' works most 

effective while you first have readability on 'the why' and 'the what'.   After a 12 months of governance, sadly, the 

top minister seems to had been so inquisitive about his very own fashion that he has flawed it for content. This is 

his fourth undertaking and one that is self-imposed. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

  

 The great transformation the political economic origins of our time: Karl Polanyi – while the great 

distinguished chemist and philosopher, he is the best-known worker. He wrote many books in that he 

mentioned political recession and, in many situations, how the prime minster faces the challenges. What 

are the strategies prime minister adopted for the development of the state.  

 Democracy and political ignorance: why smaller government is smarter: Ilya somin  is a Russian 

professor at law George mason university. This book is a study of relation ship between democracy and 

the ignorance of most contemporary citizens rightly understand that their vote has little practical 

relevance and therefore they tune out political news which has no intrinsic interest for them.  Somin then 

considers various solutions, 

Ultimately arguing that people make better decisions when they have the incentive to acquire relevant 

information. Therefore, the effects of political ignorance may best ne counteracted by making politics 

more relevant to people lives, which may best be achieved by decentralizing and limiting the size of 

government.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has declared that he is retaining power due to the fact the PM of India in 2024 as he 

brought that India will become 1/3 biggest monetary gadget of the world in his 1/3 time period. The PM's assertion 

comes on a day opposition alliance INDIA submitted no-receive as actual with motion in competition to his 

government. residing in India know-how many top politicians, North India is a completely unique ball game, in 

assessment to west. Bureaucracy now not easy to manipulate,you definitely can't push them as they may be being 

executed. Governing India is not like governing a state withinside the west or south. Hypes & rhetoric have brought 

clapping's from the harassed masses, & now withinside the occasion that they do now no longer get answers 

anticipate them 2 hit back? Metals, infrastructure, foundation of growth, in no way did well in last 3 hundred and 

sixty 5 days, so in which is the growth, one wants to answer.   

 

For example, withinside the overdue Nineteen Eighties within side the United Kingdom the Conservative high 

minister Margaret Thatcher intervened for my part to pressure via adjustments in Britain‘s soccer (soccer) grounds, 

which include the set up of metal cages to pen in crowds, to counteract the politically embarrassing hassle of soccer 

―hooliganism.‖ But those adjustments destroyed a sensitive stability among crowd manipulate and crowd safety, 

and that they had been ultimately deserted following the dying in 1989 of extra than ninety soccer lovers who had 

been overwhelmed towards fences at Hillsborough Stadium in Sheffield. Equally, Thatcher‘s creation of a ―ballot  

tax,‖ an unpopular nearby tax that charged wealthy and negative alike on the equal rate, proved not possible to 

enforce and became scrapped inside  years of its creation at a fee of billions of pounds. Indeed, the general public 

backlash towards the creation of the tax created competition from Conservative contributors of the House of 

Commons, which brought on Thatcher‘s resignation as high minister and her substitute with the aid of using John 
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Major, her chancellor of the Exchequer. These examples illustrate that ―coverage communities‖ in lots of distinctive 

regions of presidency might also additionally command certain understanding on problems that high ministers 

might also additionally override—once in a while at their personal peril. In maximum countries, premiers have 

attempted to ease those barriers on their impact with the aid of using constructing up their personal coverage staffs 

with understanding and setting up gadgets to supervise the enactment in their key techniques and priorities. But 

there's most effective confined proof that such coverage centralization can paintings successfully. 
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